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 06/18/2010 0 15.05.09I have just purchased the Airventure RC-10 Falcon. Location Illinois Robert Burdick replied to
r_burdick_solutions' topic in Payment and Activation. 06/17/2010 0 06/16/10[Date]I wish to thank John Deeter for making

available the CP-940. I have been waiting for this product for years. There is no other system available that will compete with
the CP-940. So I have, finally, decided to buy. Location Texas john.deeter replied to r_burdick_solutions' topic in Payment and

Activation. 06/15/2010 0 06/12/10So far, I have been unable to get my tracking applet to function. I also can not activate my
CP-940. Location Washington creepy847 replied to Creepy847's topic in Payment and Activation. 06/12/2010 0 06/08/10Here
is the trouble I am having: I received the airplane only yesterday, and got it off the truck this morning. I have yet to get the plane
activated in my phone. I have a satellite phone, so I can call the company and find out where they are with activation, but I cant

get them to answer my calls. I called the sales person who sold me the plane, and they said they would send me an email with the
activation code, and they have not. Location Florida wilma_long replied to Creepy847's topic in Payment and Activation.

06/08/2010 0 06/08/10The *NO WAY to activate CP-940 on my phone is supposed to be updated on the phone today. But I
can't even get to activation on my phone. I can't get to the activation panel. Even though the phone is set to accept satellite phone
numbers, the phone still does not have the CP-940. I called the sale person on the phone, and all they can do is read a message to
me that says "You have not activated your tracking app on your phone". Location California John_Power replied to Creepy847's
topic in Payment and Activation. 06/08/2010 0 02/25/10I am very much a newbie with RC Planes and have a question about my
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